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External audio for IBM-compatible computers

DAYID A, WASHBURN
Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia

Numerous applications benefit from the presentation of computer-generated auditory stimuli at
points discontiguous with the computer itself, Modification of an IBM-eompatible computer for use
of an external speaker is relatively easy but not intuitive. This modification is briefly described.

The presentation of computer-generated auditory feed
back is a basic requirement of many computer-based ex
perimental designs. Although the sound-generation capa
bilities and the internal speaker of the typical PC are
hardly technologicalmarvels by contemporary standards,
they function sufficiently to provide auditory stimuli and
feedback for most research purposes.

One limitationofthis sound-delivery system, however,
is its fixedness in space. That is, the sound from a com
puter emanates only from the PC itself, Moreover, the
volume at whichthe sound is presentedis severely limited,
This is unacceptable in a variety of circumstances. For
example, in a noisy environment, one might wish to am
plify the sound stimuli. On the other hand, the beeps and
whirls of a series of computers may be quite distracting
in a classroom or quiet laboratory; one might desire to
have subjects hear computer-generated sound feedback
via volume-regulated headphones.

In our computer-based research with rhesus monkeys,
we have endeavored to keep computers and other hard
ware as shielded as possible from destructive hands,
fluids, vibrations, and teeth. At the same time, the
presence of sound feedback-specifically, sound feedback
localized in the general direction of the computer
monitor-may be critical for capturing attention and
promoting learning in nonhuman primates. As a conse
quence, we have modified each computer-based test
system to permit sound delivery through an external
speaker/amplifier.

Although this modification is relatively easy and ex
tremely inexpensive, it is not intuitive. One cannot sim
ply disconnect the internal speakerwires and connect them
to an external speaker. Initial attemptsto do this very thing
at our laboratory produced disastrous results: poor sound
quality, meltedwiring, and damagedhardware-including
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256K of extended RAM within the computer. The
problem is that, unlike those in the typical home stereo,
the speaker wires inside the PC carry significant current
that is referenced to +5 V from the computer power sup
ply, not to ground (0 V). Thus, connecting wires directly
from the audio pins of the CPU to an external amplifier
(which is referenced to ground) effectively short circuits
the amplifier, jeopardizingboth the external hardware and
the computer itself. The computer audio signal must be
modified through a transformer to permit good-quality
sound compatible with conventional audio amplification.

Although extreme caution is always advised when
working around computer chips and circuit runs, par
ticularly when soldering, the modification is quite simple
and takes only about 30 min. These procedures will work
for almost every brand and model of IBM-eompatible
computer; however, systems with integrated audio, such
as the Dell 316SX, cannot be modified in this way. For
the modification, you will need one audio output trans
former (Radio Shack 273-1380). A miniature phono jack
(274-248) will be installed into a computer slot-cover
plate, into which the external speaker will be plugged.
Heavily insulated two-conductor speaker wire is recom
mended for internal rewiring. The total cost for these ma
terials is approximately$5. Any externalspeaker/amplifier
should be acceptable, but for satisfactory sound quality at
a reasonable price we have been pleased with a miniature
audio amplifier/speaker (Radio Shack 277-1008C).

With the computer power off, open the PC case and
locate the two wires leading to the internal speaker. Dis
connect the wires from the speaker, or solder two con
tinuation wires to permit simultaneous use of the internal
and external speakers. These wires should be connected
to the transformer input leads. It does not matter which
wire is connected to which input lead; however, ensure
that the wires from the CPU connect to the input (green
and blue) wires. The center tap on the input side of the
transformer (black wire) is not used and can be removed
altogether. Heat-shrink tubing (Radio Shack 278-1627)
is recommended for insulatingall connections, as the heat
generated during computer use can impair the effective
ness of insulated tape.

Solder two insulated wires, each long enough to reach
the back of the computer chassis, to the transformer out
put (red and white wires). Prepare a blank slot-eoverplate
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by drilling a 'A-in. hole for mounting the phono jack.
Solder the wires from the transformer output to the phono
jack (again, it does not matter which wire is used as sig
nal or ground). Secure the transformer to the base of the
computer, and replace the cover.

At our laboratory, this modification permits animals to
be tested within test rooms and with auditory feedback
despite the fact that the computers are located outside the
test rooms, 10-15 ft away! Valuable computer resources
are thereby protected without compromising research
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needs. In the classroom, volume-regulated earphones
(e.g., Radio Shack 15-587) permit the delivery of audio
stimuli or feedback while minimizing distraction. The
benefits afforded by this level of control have greatly offset
the minor cost and effort required to make the requisite
modifications.
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